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Abstract
Overview and Motivation
Rapid development of the telecommunication industry progressively introduces new and enhanced
functionalities into existing software systems thus increasing the system size and complexity. The
software systems of telecommunication equipment become very large software systems where high
reliability requirements are even harder to reach. The most common project type for development of
such system is globally-distributed projects which complicate critical coordination mechanisms.
On the opposite side increase of competition at all levels of the value chain has strong influence on
the business success of the telecommunication software production, impacting all three dimensions:
time, quality and cost [1]. To reach the business needs, the development organizations are forced to
implement continuous improvement programs. In very large organization and especially in globally
distributed environment the implementation of continuous improvement programs is full of challenges.
In this presentation we will present the main challenges of implementing continuous improvement
programs in a global software development. Furthermore, we will present the framework for implementing improvement program in global software development organization and discuss it along with
other existing quality management models used in software development. The framework will address the identified challenges. The experiences from an industrial application of the proposed
framework will be summarized and presented.

Global development and improvement programs
Global development organizations met different challenges such as decrease of communication possibilities and effectiveness, diversity of cultures, lack of awareness, and incompatibility of processes,
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practices, habits, and tools [2]. All mentioned challenges give great opportunity for organizational
improvement. Unfortunately, the same and more complex problems arise when leading the improvement projects in such globally distributed environment. Recent research efforts in implementing
continuous improvement programs concerning software development processes (SDP) and software
product quality (SPQ) could be divided into four main categories:
 improvement methodologies and improvements of SDP and SPQ
 change management while improving SDP and SPQ,
 measurements of SDP and SPQ,
 control of SDP and SPQ.
Different studies explore methodologies needed for management and execution of continuous improvements and their efficiency and effectiveness on overall organizational business [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7]. Significant effort is invested into finding the best set of measurements needed for decision making [8], controlling and monitoring of the process, and most efficient control mechanisms based on
different prediction criteria [9].
In this presentation we will focus on problems of leading improvement projects in globally distributed
environment and will present the framework that has been successfully applied in industrial case
study [3].
Aspects of improvement program
In the presentation we will present an improvement framework that has been successfully implemented in a global software development for telecommunication industry. There are four main aspects that have to be investigated while applying proposed improvement framework. These aspects
are:
 organizational,
 change management methodology,
 improvement methodology,
 toolbox used.
The presentation will propose organizational setup that is needed for driving continuous improvements within a global organization. Furthermore, it will present change management and improvement methodology based on Six Sigma. Along with change management and improvement methodologies the effective set of tools will be presented. The effectiveness and efficiency of proposed
framework consisting of above aspects will be elaborated in detail and future directions and/or guidelines for proposed improvement framework implementation will be given.
Conclusions
Nowadays the importance of continuous improvement programs continuously increases. Different
researchers report their experiences of applying some of the improvement programs and discuss the
main benefits. In this presentation a selected improvement approach is elaborated with evaluation of
experiences gained though its application in a real industrial project.
Benefits for audience
The presentation will give an insight into challenges of implementing continuous improvement programs in a global software development. It will propose the framework for implementing the continuous improvements into global organization. How a development organization can overrun specified
challenges will be presented based on the gathered experience in managing implementation of proposed framework. An introduction for application of a proposed improvement framework that is validated on a real industrial project will be given. The best practices identified after first round of application of improvement framework will be communicated to the audience.
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